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"Life and death in a video game -- 5 stars." - reviewer"A mad, insane, totally awesome sci-fi story!" top 500 reviewer"Add this book to your reading loop!" - reviewer A ground-breaking LitRPG scifi
series set in various virtual dream worlds.Quantum Hughes is a maverick. Stuck in a digital dream
world, he lives the same day on repeat, battling his way through a gritty noir city known as The Loop
only to spawn again the next morning. Everything changes once he receives a mysterious message
from a woman named Frances Euphoria, the first human he's met in years. Soon, a group of
real-life corporate assassins known as Reapers are on his tail, hoping to give him an early
retirement. As good as he is at fighting, the Reapers have weapons that could imprison him forever
or worse, kill him for good. A new type of corporate warfare, humor, a city of vice, brutal action, a
star-crossed romance that spans two worlds, a cast of unforgettable characters and NPCs â€“ get
ready to be hooked on this action-packed science fiction series! Definitely for fans of Philip K. Dick,
video games, Ready Player One, Tron, anime, cyberpunk, LitRPG and sci-fi adventure
novels.Download The Feedback Loop and get started right now, tonight, as soon as you humanly
can. Book four is out soon, and you wonâ€™t believe where this series is going! Discover why the
thin line between dream and reality is pixelated.LitRPG is a new genre of science fiction that merges
sci-fi, fantasy, thriller elements and online video games. Expect the unexpected, and be sure to
check out the other writers in this blossoming genre.Reading order:1. The Feedback Loop2.
Steampunk is Dead3. High Fantasy4. Reapers and Repercussions5. The Mechanical Heart (out
October 14th)6. Cyber Noir Redux (out Jan/Feb 2017)7. Title coming soon 20178. Title coming soon
2017 (Final book in the series)Brand new: a three book box set is now available on the author's
profile page!
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"The Feedback Loop" is the first in a Sci-Fi series by author Harmon Cooper.This Kindle e-book was
approximately 190 printed pages and sold for $0.99 at time of writing this review.Please Note: I was
provided with an ARC of this book in exchange for an honest review.General Theme (minor
spoilers)Quantum Hughes is a video gamer... a good one. And the one he's been playing lately,
Cyber Noir, has just about everything he could ask of a game. A decent plot, many NPCs to interact
with, some cyber-sex, a variety of weapons, and killing... lots and lots of killing. By all standards,
Quantum's definition of THE perfect game.The problem is, that somehow he's gotten trapped inside
the game and can't get out. He's been stuck in an endless loop of the same repetitious scenarios for
years... all the while looking for his savior, that elusive 'log-out' button. And then one day, something
different occurs...Some thoughts on "The Feedback Loop"...1.) well written and edited... there was
the occasion typo, but then this was an ARC.2.) a different yet intriguing, over the top plot.3.) lot and
lot of action... gruesome and gory in its description, and coming at you with a seemingly endless
and fresh ways to die... but somehow perfectly balanced and in keeping with the crux of the story
being told.4.a) our hero, Quantum Hughes... really a great character that has many personality
quirks and unusual traits. I guess living inside a video game might do that to you.4.b) in addition to
Quantum, there are a few other characters that play various parts in his trapped existence.5.) cover
art...
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